Sometimes People Put Up Walls Not To Keep Others Out But...

"Sometimes people put up walls not to keep others out but to see who cares enough to tear them down."
When someone puts up walls, and you feel as though you should still continue to pursue them there are a few things that you should be mindful of. First, they are putting up these walls for a reason, most likely because they have been hurt in the past, or because they never have let anybody ever overcome these walls. In order to be able to overcome this, one must be patient, kind, and truthful in everything that he or she does.

One must show that he or she is trustworthy, and worthy enough for a person to want to take these walls down, showing a person that you truly care is very key in helping someone take walls down. Remember never to rush a person who has walls built up, and if you feel as if the relationship you desire is not moving at a pace in which you want, you do have the option to leave that person alone instead of trying to force them to bring down their walls before they are ready to.
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